<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Clarification Requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Para 5. c. The contractor has to create the Transportation Assets and or Transportation Assets Fleets based on open source information, ... ANNEX B MNDDP Support BID FORM (TBM) | 1. Is the list of Transportation Assets and or Transportation Assets Fleets a deliverable? It is not reflected in the bid form. If it is:  
   a. When must it be delivered?  
   b. Do you want us to include them in a new line (5.c.) in the Bid Form?  
   c. If not, where should we indicate the cost in the Bid Form? |
| Para 5. d. The contractor will work with JWC (MEL/MIL) to create realistic “white noise” on the LOCs. | 2. Will the required “white noise” be developed and delivered during the during task 4 f.  
   3. If, not, please explain how JWC expects this task to be accomplished |
| Para 5. e. The contractor has to generate the Consumable Report and store it in LDM, further details will be provided during the process according to the level of support requested by TAs, CCs and subordinated units. ANNEX B MNDDP Support BID FORM (TBM) | 4. Is the Consumable Report stored in LDM a deliverable – it is not mentioned in the Bid Form? If it is:  
   a. When is must it be delivered?  
   b. Do you want us to add it in a new line (5.e.) in the Bid Form?  
   c. If not, where do we indicate the cost for developing and delivering Consumable Report in the bid form? |
| Para 5. g. The contractor has to develop the National sustainment parameters, National Consumption Rates and National Packing Options for each Nation participating in the exercise. ANNEX B MNDDP Support BID FORM (TBM) | 5. Are the National sustainment parameters, National Consumption Rates and National Packing Options for each Nation deliverables – they are not mentioned in the bid form? If they are:  
   a. When is must they be delivered?  
   b. Who will select the National Packing Option to be used?  
   c. Do you want us to add these deliverables in a new line (5.g.) in the Bid Form?  
   d. If not, where do we indicate the cost for developing and delivering these items in the bid form? |
| Para 5. i. The contractor has to prepare Case Study for use in creating the SPM Scenario for sustainment packaging. | 6. Is the Case Study to be used in creating the SPM Scenario a deliverable – it is not reflected in the Bid Form? If yes:  
   a. When is must it be delivered?  
   b. Do you want us to add it in a new line (5. i.) in the Bid Form?  
   7. If not, where do we indicate the cost for developing and delivering Case Study in the Bid Form? |
<p>| 6. Schedule of Delivery and paras 5. c., e., g. and i. | 8. The schedule of delivery does not reflect the items called for on para 5 – namely the Transportation Assets and or Transportation |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Clarification Requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assets Fleets, Consumable Report, National sustainment parameters, National Consumption Rates and National Packing Options and the Case Study. IF these are in fact deliverables, can you provide the schedule of delivery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNEX B MNDDP Support BID FORM (TBM) and paras 5. c., e., g. and i.</td>
<td>The bid form includes the deliverables in paragraphs 4 and 6 but not the deliverables in paragraph 5, namely • Transportation Assets and or Transportation Assets Fleets (5. c.) • Consumable Report (5. e.) • National sustainment parameters, National Consumption Rates and National Packing Options (5. g.) • Case Study (5. i.) a. Do you want us to add new lines for the above items in the bid form? b. If not, where do you want us to indicate that we will deliver these items and the cost?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Answers**

1. It is one of the products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’.
   a. As described in para 6.
   b. No.
   c. You should consider it in ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’

2. Yes.

3. ----

4. It is one of the products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’.
   a. As described in para 6.
   b. No.
   c. You should consider it in ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’

5. It is one of the products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’.
   a. As described in para 6.
   b. The contractor. Then the contractor will make the changes needed (if any) to adapt it according with the Training Audience inputs.
   c. No.
   d. You should consider it in ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’

6. It is one of the products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’.
   a. As described in para 6.
7. You should consider it in ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’

8. Those are products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’

9. Those are products needed to support the exercise (4.a.4). It is part of the deliverable called: ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’
   
   a. No
   b. You should consider it in ‘Exercise TRJA19 set of LOGFAS Geo MAN’